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NSSF    Ranges Should Embrace Collegiate Shooters
By: Glenn Sapir

"Reach out to 
        local colleges 
and invite them 
  to your 
shooting range."

Your shooting facility could play an 
   important part in shotgunning’s future

 In December 2009, the National Shooting Sports Foundation (NSSF) 
announced a novel holiday present.  The “gift” came in the form of more than 
$100,000 in grants to colleges across the country.  It was the first distribution 
of funds from the Collegiate Shooting Sports Initiative, designed to help 
colleges start new shooting programs and strengthen existing ones.
 Grants were issued to 15 colleges and universities, from prominent 
Harvard to smaller schools like Fort Hays State University in Kansas.  The 
awards ranged from $4,000 to $7,500 per school.  Some colleges have used 
their grants as seed funding to launch new shooting clubs and teams.  Other 
schools have earmarked the money for the expansion of existing programs 
and publicizing them on campus by developing Web sites and hosting “fun 
shoots.”
 The need for these college programs is apparent to NSSF, the trade 

association for hunting and the shooting sports, the firearms and 
ammunition industry. The Scholastic Clay Target Program, which NSSF 
founded and is now administered by the Scholastic Shooting Sports 
Foundation, has attracted and developed considerably more than 
30,000 young students up to 12th grade in competitive sporting clays, 
skeet and trap.  Other youth-oriented shooting programs are similarly 
developing a new wave of shooters.  Even organized high school 
shooting programs are taking root across the country.  
 Creating a next step after high school is where industry, colleges 
and shooting facilities can all join hands. 
 Minute Man Sportsman’s Club, in Billerica, Mass., has embraced 
the concept.  The club, 20 miles northwest of Boston, has opened its 
doors to several area colleges and serves as their home range. 
  Earlier this spring, Minute Man hosted the first New England Clay 

Target Championships. Some of the participating 
schools were CSSI grant recipients.
 What can you do? Encourage college students at 
your facility to start a shooting club at their school, 
possibly aided by a CSSI grant. Reach out to local 
colleges and invite them to your shooting range. 
Encourage both students and faculty members 
interested in starting clubs to approach their school to 
see if it would be receptive to the concept of 

implementing a school club or team.  If encouraged, they should complete 
their proposal. Some $175,000 in CSSI grants is available for next year.
 Learn more about the ongoing CSSI program online at www.nssf.
org/colleges, or contact Zach Snow, NSSF senior shooting sports 
coordinator, who administers the initiative. You can reach him at 
zsnow@nssf.org, telephone 203-426-1320.


